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ABSTRACT
As main memory grows, query performance is more and more determined by the raw CPU costs of query processing itself. The classical iterator style query processing technique is very simple and flexible, but shows poor performance on modern CPUs due to lack of locality and frequent instruction mispredictions. Several techniques like batch oriented processing or vectorized tuple processing have been proposed in the past to improve this situation, but even these techniques are frequently out-performed by hand-written execution plans.

In this work we present a novel compilation strategy that translates a query into compact and efficient machine code using the LLVM compiler framework. By aiming at good code and data locality and predictable branch layout the resulting code frequently rivals the performance of hand-written C++ code. We integrated these techniques into the HyPer main memory database system and show that this results in excellent query performance while requiring only modest compilation time.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most database systems translate a given query into an expression in a (physical) algebra, and then start evaluating this algebraic expression to produce the query result. The traditional way to execute these algebraic plans is the iterator model [8], sometimes also called Volcano-style processing [4]: Every physical algebraic operator conceptually produces a tuple stream from its input, and allows for iterating over this tuple stream by repeatedly calling the next function of the operator.

This is a very nice and simple interface, and allows for easy combination of arbitrary operators, but it clearly comes from a time when query processing was dominated by I/O and CPU consumption was less important: First, the next function will be called for every single tuple produced as intermediate or final result, i.e., millions of times. Second, the call to next is usually a virtual call or a call via a function pointer. Consequently, the call is even more expensive than a regular call and degrades the branch prediction of modern CPUs. Third, this model often results in poor code locality and complex book-keeping. This can be seen by considering a simple table scan over a compressed relation. As the tuples must be produced one at a time, the table scan operator has to remember where in the compressed stream the current tuple is and jump to the corresponding decompression code when asked for the next tuple.

These observations have led some modern systems to a departure from this pure iterator model, either internally (e.g., by internally decompressing a number of tuples at once and then only iterating over the decompressed data), or externally by producing more than one tuple during each next call [11] or even producing all tuples at once [1]. This block-oriented processing amortizes the costs of calling another operator over the large number of produced tuples, such that the invocation costs become negligible. However, it also eliminates a major strength of the iterator model, namely the ability to pipeline data. Pipelining means that an operator can pass data to its parent operator without copying or otherwise materializing the data. Selections, for example, are pipelining operators, as they only pass tuples around without modifying them. But also more complex operators like joins can be pipelined, at least on one of their input sides. When producing more than one tuple during a call this pure pipelining usually cannot be used any more, as the tuples have to be materialized somewhere to be accessible. This materialization has other advantages like allowing for vectorized operations [2], but in general the lack of pipelining is very unfortunate as it consumes more memory bandwidth.

An interesting observation in this context is that a hand-written program clearly outperforms even very fast vectorized systems, as shown in Figure 1 (originally from [16]).
up with. On the other hand the query in this figure is a simple aggregation query, and one would expect that there is only one reasonable way to evaluate this query. Therefore the existing query evaluation schemes seem to be clearly suboptimal.

The algebraic operator model is very useful for reasoning over the query, but it is not necessarily a good idea to exhibit the operator structure during query processing itself. In this paper we therefore propose a query compilation strategy that differs from existing approaches in several important ways:

1. Processing is data centric and not operator centric. Data is processed such that we can keep it in CPU registers as long as possible. Operator boundaries are blurred to achieve this goal.
2. Data is not pulled by operators but pushed towards the operators. This results in much better code and data locality.
3. Queries are compiled into native machine code using the optimizing LLVM compiler framework [7].

The overall framework produces code that is very friendly to modern CPU architectures and, as a result, rivals the speed of hand-coded query execution plans. In some cases we can even outperform hand-written code, as using the LLVM assembly language allows for some tricks that are hard to do in a high-level programming language like C++. Furthermore, by using an established compiler framework, we benefit from future compiler, code optimization, and hardware improvements, whereas other approaches that integrate processing optimizations into the query engine itself will have to update their systems manually. We demonstrate the impact of these techniques by integrating them into the HyPer main-memory database management system [5] and performing various comparisons with other systems.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: We first discuss related work in Section 2. We then explain the overall architecture of our compilation framework in Section 3. The actual code generation for algebraic operators is discussed in more details in Section 4. We explain how different advanced processing techniques can be integrated into the framework in Section 5. We then show an extensive evaluation of our techniques in Section 6 and draw conclusions in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

The classical iterator model for query evaluation was proposed quite early [8], and was made popular by the Volcano system [4]. Today, it is the most commonly used execution strategy, as it is flexible and quite simple. As long as query processing was dominated by disk I/O the iterator model worked fine. However, as the CPU consumption became an issue, some systems tried to reduce the high calling costs of the iterator model by passing blocks of tuples between operators [11]. This greatly reduces the number of function invocations, but causes additional materialization costs. Modern main-memory database systems look at the problem again, as for them CPU costs is a critical issue. The MonetDB system [1, 9] goes to the other extreme, and materializes all intermediate results, which eliminates the need to call an input operator repeatedly. Besides simplifying operator interaction, materialization has other advantages, too, but it also causes significant costs. The MonetDB/X100 system [1] (which evolved into VectorWise) selected a middle ground by passing large vectors of data and evaluating queries in a vectorized manner on each chunk. This offers excellent performance, but, as shown in Figure 1, still does not reach the speed of hand-written code.

Another way to improve query processing is to compile the query into some kind of executable format, instead of using interpreter structures. In [13] the authors proposed compiling the query logic into Java Bytecode, which allows for using the Java JVM. However this is relatively heavy weight, and they still use the iterator model, which limits the benefits. Recent work on the HiQUE system proposed compiling the query into C code using code templates for each operator [6]. HiQUE eliminates the iterator model by inlining result materialization inside the operator execution. However, contrary to our proposal, the operator boundaries are still clearly visible. Furthermore, the costs of compiling the generated C code are quite high [6].

Besides these more general approaches, many individual techniques have been proposed to speed up query processing. One important line of work is reducing the impact of branching, where [14] showed how to combine conjunctive predicates such that the trade-off between number of branches and number of evaluated predicates is optimal. Other work has looked at processing individual expressions more efficiently by using SIMD instructions [12, 15].

3. THE QUERY COMPILER

3.1 Query Processing Architecture

We propose a very different architecture for query processing (and, accordingly, for query compilation). In order to maximize the query processing performance we have to make sure that we maximize data and code locality. To illustrate this point, we first give a definition of pipeline-breaker that is more restrictive than in standard database systems: An algebraic operator is a pipeline breaker for a given input side if it takes an incoming tuple out of the CPU registers. It is a full pipeline breaker if it materializes all incoming tuples from this side before continuing processing.

This definition is slightly hand-waving, as a single tuple might already be too large to fit into the available CPU registers, but for now we pretend that we have a sufficient number of registers for all input attributes. We will look at this in more detail in Section 4. The main point is that we consider spilling data to memory as a pipeline-breaking operation. During query processing, all data should be kept in CPU registers as long as possible.

Now the question is, how can we organize query processing such that the data can be kept in CPU registers as long as possible? The classical iterator model is clearly ill-suited for this, as tuples are passed via function calls to arbitrary functions – which always results in evicting the register contents. The block-oriented execution models have fewer passes across function boundaries, but they clearly also break the pipeline as they produce batches of tuples beyond register capacity. In fact any iterator-style processing paradigm that pulls data up from the input operators risks breaking the pipeline, as, by offering an iterator-base view, it has to offer a linearized access interface to the output of an arbitrarily complex relational operator. Sometimes operators could produce a certain small number of output tuples together cheaply, without need for copying.

We therefore reverse the direction of data flow control. Instead of pulling tuples up, we push them towards the consumer operators. While pushing tuples, we continue pushing until we reach the next pipeline-breaker. As a consequence,
As we have to materialize the tuples anyway at some point, we therefore propose to compile the queries in a way that all pipelining operations are performed purely in CPU (i.e., without materialization), and the execution itself goes from one materialization point to another. The select \( a = b \) materializes the tuples from its left input in a hash table, and receives them from a materialized state (namely from the scan of \( R_1 \)). The selection in between pipelines the tuples and performs no materialization. These materialization points (i.e., pipeline boundaries) are shown on the right hand side of Figure 3.

As we have to materialize the tuples anyway at some point, we therefore propose to compile the queries in a way that all pipelining operations are performed purely in CPU (i.e., without materialization), and the execution itself goes from one materialization point to another. The corresponding compilation for our running example is shown in Figure 4. (Note that we assume fully in-memory computation for now to keep the example readable.) Besides initialization, the code consists of four fragments that correspond to the pipeline fragments in the algebraic plan: The first fragment filters tuples from \( R_1 \) and places them into the hashtable of \( \mathcal{M}_{a=b} \), the second does the same for \( R_2 \) and \( R_3 \), and the third transfers the results from \( \mathcal{M}_z \) into the hashtable of \( \mathcal{M}_{a=b} \). The fourth and final fragment passes the tuples of \( R_3 \) along the join hash tables and produces the result. All four fragments in themselves are strongly pipelining, as they can keep their tuples in CPU registers and only access memory to retrieve new tuples or to materialize their results. Furthermore, we have very good code locality as small code fragments are working on large amounts of data in tight loops. As such, we can expect to get very good performance from such an evaluation scheme. And indeed, as we will see in Section 6, such a query evaluation method greatly outperforms iterator-based evaluation. The main challenge now is to translate a given algebraic execution plan into such code fragments. We will first discuss the high-level translation in the next section, and then explain the actual code generation in Section 4.

### 3.2 Compiling Algebraic Expressions

When looking at the query code in Figure 4, we notice that the boundaries between operators are blurred. The first fragment for example includes the scan of \( R_1 \), the selection \( \sigma_{z=7} \), and the build part of \( \mathcal{M}_{z=c} \) into one code fragment. The query execution code is no longer operator centric but data centric: Each code fragment performs all actions that can be done within one part of the execution pipeline, before materializing the result into the next pipeline breaker. The individual operator logic can, and most likely will, be spread over multiple code fragments, which makes query compilation more difficult than usual. In addition, these code fragments have a very irregular structure. For example, for binary pipeline breakers materializing an input tuple from the left will be very different from materializing an input tuple from the right. In the iterator model everything is a simple next call, but here the complex operator logic directly affects the code generation. It is important to note that this is an advantage, not a limitation of the approach! The iterator model has a nice, simple interface, but it pays for this by using virtual function calls and frequent memory accesses. By exposing the operator structure, we can generate near optimal assembly code, as we generate exactly the instructions that are relevant for the given situation, and we can keep all relevant values in CPU registers. As we will see below, the abstractions that are needed to keep the code maintainable and understandable exist, i.e., all operators offer a uniform interface, but they exist only in the query compiler itself. The generated code exposes all the details (for efficiency reasons), but that is fine, as the code is generated anyway.

From the point of view of the query compiler the operators offer an interface that is nearly as simple as in the iterator model. Conceptually each operator offers two functions:

- \texttt{produce()}
- \texttt{consume(attributes,source)}
4. CODE GENERATION

4.1 Generating Machine Code

So far we have only discussed the translation of algebraic expressions into pseudo-code, but in practice we want to compile the query into machine code. Initially we experimented with generating C++ code from the query and passing it through a compiler at runtime, loading the result as shared library. Compiling to C++ was attractive as the C++ code could directly access the data structures and the code of our database system, which is also written in C++. However, it has several disadvantages. First, an optimizing C++ compiler is really slow, compiling a complex query could take multiple seconds. Second, C++ does not offer total control over the generated code, which can lead to suboptimal performance. In particular, overflow flags etc. are unavailable. Instead, we used the Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) compiler framework [7] to generate portable assembler code, which can then be executed directly using an optimizing JIT compiler provided by LLVM. While generating assembler code might sound daunting at first, producing assembler code using LLVM is much more robust than writing it manually. For example LLVM hides the problem of register allocation by offering an unbounded number of registers (albeit in Single Static Assignment form). We can therefore pretend that we have a CPU register available for every attribute in our tuple, which simplifies life considerably. And the LLVM assembler is portable across machine architectures, as only the LLVM JIT compiler translates the portable LLVM assembler into architecture dependent machine code. Furthermore, the LLVM assembler is strongly typed, which caught many bugs that were hidden in our original textual C++ code generation. And finally LLVM is a full strength optimizing compiler, which produces extremely fast machine code, and usually requires only a few milliseconds for query compilation, while C or C++ compilers would need seconds (see Section 6 and [6]).

Still, one does not want to implement the complete query processing logic in LLVM assembler. First, because writing assembler code is more tedious than using a high-level language like C++, and second, because much of the database logic like index structures is written in C++ anyway. But one can easily mix LLVM and C++, as C++ methods can be called directly from LLVM and vice versa. (To the compiler, there is no difference between both types of code, as both result in native machine code and both have strongly typed prototypes.) This results in a mixed execution model which is metaphorically sketched in Figure 6. The complex part of the query processing (e.g., complex data structure management or spilling to disk) is written in C++, and forms the cogwheels in Figure 6. The different operators are connected together by LLVM code, which forms the chain in Figure 6. The C++ “cogwheels” are pre-compiled; only the LLVM “chain” for combining them is dynamically generated. Thereby we achieve very low query compilation times. In
the concrete example, the complex part of the scan (e.g., locating data structures, figuring out what to scan next) is implemented in C++, and this C++ code “drives” the execution pipeline. But the tuple access itself and the further tuple processing (filtering, materialization in hash table) is implemented in LLVM assembler code. C++ code is called from time to time (like when allocating more memory), but interaction of the C++ parts is controlled by LLVM. If complex operators like sort are involved, control might go back fully into C++ at some point, but once the complex logic is over and tuples have to be processed in bulk, LLVM takes over again. For optimal performance it is important that the hot path, i.e., the code that is executed for 99% of the tuples, is pure LLVM. Calling C++ from time to time (e.g., when switching to a new page) is fine, the costs for that are negligible, but the bulk of the processing has to be done in LLVM. While staying in LLVM, we can keep the tuples in CPU registers all the time, which is about as fast as we can expect to be. When calling an external function all registers have to be spilled to memory, which is somewhat expensive. In absolute terms it is very cheap, of course, as the registers will be spilled on the stack, which is usually in cache, but if this is done millions of times it becomes noticeable.

4.2 Complex Operators

While code generation for scans and selections is more or less straightforward, some care is needed when generating code for more complex operators like sort or join. The first thing to keep in mind is that contrary to the simple examples seen so far in the paper it is not possible or even desirable to compile a complex query into a single function. This has multiple reasons. First, there is the pragmatic reason that the LLVM code will most likely call C++ code at some point that will take over the control flow. For example an external sorting operator will produce the initial runs with LLVM, but will probably control the merge phase from within C++, calling LLVM functions as needed. The second reason is that inlining the complete query logic into a single function can lead to an exponential growth in code. For example outer joins will call their consumers in two different situations, first when they have found a match, and second, when producing NULL values. One could directly include the consumer code in both cases, but then a cascade of outer joins would lead to an exponential growth in code. Therefore it makes sense to define functions within LLVM itself, that can then be called from places within the LLVM code. Again, one has to make sure that the hot path does not cross a function boundary. Thus a pipelining fragment of the algebraic expression should result in one compact LLVM code fragment.

This need for multiple functions affects the way that we generate code. In particular, we have to keep track of all attributes and remember if they are currently available in registers. Materializing attributes in memory is a deliberate decision, similar to spooling tuples to disk. Of course not from a performance point of view, materializing in memory is relatively fast, but from a code point of view materialization is a very complex step that should be avoided if possible.

Unfortunately the generated assembler code for real queries becomes complicated very quickly, which prevents us from showing a complete plan here, but as illustration we include a tiny LLVM fragment that shows the main machinery for the \( \Gamma_{\text{count}}(t_{\text{where} (R_2)}) \) part of our running example in Figure 7. The LLVM code is called by the C++ code for each data fragment (i.e., a sequence of tuples stored consecutively). The LLVM code first loads pointers to the columns that it wants to access during processing. Then, it loops over all tuples contained in the current fragment (code omitted). For each such tuple, it loads the attribute \( y \) into a register and checks the predicate. If the predicate is false, it continues looping. Otherwise, it loads the attribute \( z \) into a register and computes a hash value. Using this hash value, it looks up the corresponding hash entry (using the C++ data structures, which are visible in LLVM), and iterates over the entries (code omitted). If no matching group is found, it checks if it can assert sufficient free space to allocate a new group. If not, it calls into a C++ function that provides new memory and spills to disk as needed. This way, the hot code path remains purely within LLVM, and consists mainly of the code within the \( \text{ifthen} \) block plus the corresponding hash table iteration. Note that the LLVM call directly calls the native C++ method (using the mangled name @ZN...), there is no additional wrapper. Thus, C++ and LLVM can interact directly with each other without performance penalty.

4.3 Performance Tuning

The LLVM code generated using the strategy sketched above is extremely fast. The main work is done in a tight loop over the tuples, which allows for good memory pre-fetching and accurate branch prediction. In fact the code is so fast that suddenly code fragments become a bottleneck that were relatively unimportant as long as the other code was slow. One prominent example is hashing. For TPC-H Query 1 (which is basically a single scan and a hash-based aggregation) for example more than 50% of the time of our initial plan was spent on hashing, even though we only hash two simple values. Another critical issue are branches. On modern CPUs, branches are very cheap as long as the branch prediction works, i.e., as long as the branches are taken either nearly never or nearly always. A branch that is taken with a probability of 50% however ruins the branch prediction and is very expensive. Therefore the query compiler must produce code that allows for good branch prediction.

These issues require some care when generating assembly code. As mentioned before, we keep all tuple attributes in (virtual) CPU registers. For strings we keep the length and (virtual) CPU registers. For strings we keep the length and for more complex operators like sort or join. The first thing to keep in mind is that contrary to the simple examples seen so far in the paper it is not possible or even desirable to compile a complex query into a single function. This has multiple reasons. First, there is the pragmatic reason that the LLVM code will most likely call C++ code at some point that will take over the control flow. For example an external sorting operator will produce the initial runs with LLVM, but will probably control the merge phase from within C++, calling LLVM functions as needed. The second reason is that inlining the complete query logic into a single function can lead to an exponential growth in code. For example outer joins will call their consumers in two different situations, first when they have found a match, and second, when producing NULL values. One could directly include the consumer code in both cases, but then a cascade of outer joins would lead to an exponential growth in code. Therefore it makes sense to define functions within LLVM itself, that can then be called from places within the LLVM code. Again, one has to make sure that the hot path does not cross a function boundary. Thus a pipelining fragment of the algebraic expression should result in one compact LLVM code fragment.

This need for multiple functions affects the way that we generate code. In particular, we have to keep track of all attributes and remember if they are currently available in registers. Materializing attributes in memory is a deliberate decision, similar to spooling tuples to disk. Of course not from a performance point of view, materializing in memory is relatively fast, but from a code point of view materialization is a very complex step that should be avoided if possible.

Unfortunately the generated assembler code for real queries becomes complicated very quickly, which prevents us from showing a complete plan here, but as illustration we include a tiny LLVM fragment that shows the main machinery for the \( \Gamma_{\text{count}}(t_{\text{where} (R_2)}) \) part of our running example in Figure 7. The LLVM code is called by the C++ code for each
5. ADVANCED PARALLELIZATION TECHNIQUES

In the previous sections we have discussed how to compile queries into data-centric execution programs. By organizing the data flow and the control flow such that tuples are pushed directly from one pipeline breaker into another, and by keeping data in registers as long as possible, we get excellent data locality. However, this does not mean that we have to process tuples linearly, one tuple at a time. Our initial implementation pushes individual tuples, and this already performs very well, but more advanced processing techniques can be integrated very naturally in the general framework. We now look at several of them.

Traditional block-wise processing [11] has the great disadvantage of creating additional memory accesses. However, processing more than one tuple at a time is indeed a very good idea, as long as we can keep the whole block in registers. In particular when using SIMD registers this is often the case. Processing more than one tuple at a time has several advantages: First, of course, it allows for using SIMD instructions on modern CPUs [15], which can greatly speed up processing. Second, it can help delay branching, as predicates can be evaluated and combined without executing branches immediately [12, 14]. Strictly speaking the techniques from [14] are very useful already for individual tuples, but the effect can be even larger for blocks of tuples. This style of block processing where values are packed into a (large) register fits very naturally into our framework, as the operators always pass register values to their consumers. LLVM directly allows for modeling SIMD values as vector types, thus the impact on modern CPUs [15], which can greatly speed up processing. Second, it can help delay branching, as predicates can be evaluated and combined without executing branches immediately [12, 14]. Strictly speaking the techniques from [14] are very useful already for individual tuples, but the effect can be even larger for blocks of tuples. This style of block processing where values are packed into a (large) register fits very naturally into our framework, as the operators always pass register values to their consumers. LLVM directly allows for modeling SIMD values as vector types, thus the impact on modern CPUs [15].

SIMD instructions are a kind of inter-tuple parallelism, i.e., processing multiple tuples with one instruction. The second kind of parallelism relevant for modern CPUs is multi-core processing. Nearly all database systems will exploit multi-core architectures for inter-query parallelism, but as the number of cores available on modern CPUs increases, intra-query parallelism becomes more important. In principle this is a well studied problem [10, 3], and is usually solved by partitioning the input of operators, processing each partition independently, and then merging the results from all partitions. For our code generation framework this
kind of parallelism can be supported with nearly no code changes. As illustrated in Figure 7, the code always operates on fragments of data, that are processed in a tight loop, and materialized into the next pipeline breaker. Usually, the fragments are determined by the storage system, but they could as well come from a parallelizing decision. Only some additional logic would be required to merge the individual results. Note that the “parallelizing decision” in itself is a difficult problem! Spitting and merging data streams is expensive, and the optimizer has to be careful about introducing parallelism. This is beyond the scope of this paper. But for future work it is a very relevant problem, as the number of cores is increasing.

6. EVALUATION

We have implemented the techniques proposed in this paper both in the HyPer main-memory database management systems [5], and in a disk-based DBMS. We found that the techniques work excellent, both when operating purely in memory and when spooling to disk if needed. However it is difficult to precisely measure the impact our compilation techniques have relative to other approaches, as query performance is greatly affected by other effects like differences in storage systems, too. The evaluation is therefore split into two parts: We include a full systems comparison here, including an analysis of the generated code. A microbenchmark for specific operator behavior is included in Appendix B.

In the system comparison we include experiments run on MonetDB 1.36.5, Ingres VectorWise 1.0, and a commercial database system we shall call DB X. All experiments were conducted on a Dual Intel X5570 Quad-Core-CPU with 64GB main memory, Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4. Our C++ code was compiled using gcc 4.5.2, and the machine code was produced using LLVM 2.8. The optimization levels for specific operator behavior is included in Appendix B.

6.1 Systems Comparison

The HyPer system in which we integrated our query compilation techniques is designed as a hybrid OLTP and OLAP system, i.e., it can handle both kinds of workloads concurrently. We therefore used the TPC-C benchmark from [5] for experiments. For the OLTP side it runs a TPC-C benchmark, and for the OLAP side it executes the 22 TPC-H queries adapted to the (slightly extended) TPC-C schema. The first five queries are included in Appendix D. As we are mainly interested in an evaluation of raw query processing speed here, we ran a setup without concurrency, i.e., we loaded 12 warehouses, and then executed the TPC-C transactions single-threaded and without client wait times. Similarly the OLAP queries are executed on the 12 warehouses single-threaded and without concurrent updates. What is interesting for the comparison is that HyPer originally compiled the queries into C++ code using hand-written code fragments, which allows us to estimate the impact LLVM has relative to C++ code.

We ran the OLTP part only in HyPer, as the other systems were not designed for OLTP workloads. The results are shown in Table 1. As can be seen in the first row, the performance, measured in transactions per second, of the LLVM version is slightly better than performance of optimized C++ code. The difference is small, though, as most of the TPC-C transactions are relatively simple and touch less than 30 tuples. More interesting is the compile time, which covers all TPC-C scripts (in a PL/SQL style script language). Compiling the generated C++ code is more than a factor of ten slower than using LLVM, and results in (slightly) worse performance, which is a strong argument for our query compilation techniques.

For the OLAP part, we ran the TPC-CH queries as prepared queries and measured the warm execution time. The results for the first five queries are shown in Table 2 (Q2 triggered a bug in VectorWise). DB X is clearly much slower than the other systems, but this is not surprising, as it was designed as a general purpose disk-based system (even though here the data fits into main memory and we measure warm execution times). The other systems are all much faster, but HyPer with the LLVM code generation is frequently another factor 2-4 faster, depending on the query. The comparison between the C++ backend and the LLVM backend is particularly interesting here. First, while the C++ version is reasonably fast, the compact code generated by the LLVM backend is significantly faster. This is less noticeable for Q5, which is dominated by joins, but for the other queries, in particular the aggregation query Q1, the differences are large. Q1 highlights this very well, as in principle the query is very simple, just one scan and an aggregation. The corresponding C++ code therefore looks very natural and efficient, but simply cannot compete with the LLVM version that tries to keep everything in registers. The second observation is that even though the queries are reasonably fast when cross-compiled into C++, the compile time itself is unacceptable, which was part of the reason why we looked at alternatives for generating C++ code. The compile time for the LLVM version however is reasonably modest (the numbers include all steps necessary for converting the SQL string into executable machine code, not only the LLVM code generation). Changing the backend therefore clearly pays off for HyPer, both due to query processing itself and due to compile times.

6.2 Code Quality

Another interesting point is the quality of the generated LLVM code. As shown above the raw performance is obviously good, but it is interesting to see how the generated machine code performs regarding branching and cache effects. To study these effects, we ran all five queries using the callgrind tool of valgrind 3.6.0, which uses binary instrumentation to observe branches and cache effects. We used callgrind_control to limit profiling to query processing itself.

In the experiment we compared the LLVM version of HyPer with MonetDB. MonetDB performs operations in compact,
These numbers roughly follow the absolute execution times branches of Table 3. The first block shows the number of branch mispredictions, the number of branch mispredictions, and the number of level 1 instruction cache misses (I1). These numbers are indicators for the control flow and the code locality of the query code. Several things are noticeable. First, our generated LLVM code contains far less branches than the MonetDB code. This is not really surprising, as we try to generate all code up to the next pipeline breaker in one linear code fragment. Second, the number of branch mispredictions is significantly lower for the LLVM code. One exception is Q2, but this is basically a sub-optimal behavior of HyPer and not related to LLVM. (Currently HyPer is very pessimistic about spooling to disc, and copies strings around a lot, which causes more than 60% of the mispredictions. MonetDB avoids these copies). For all other queries the LLVM code has far less mispredictions than MonetDB. Interestingly the relative misprediction rate of MonetDB is quite good, as can be expected from the MonetDB architecture, but in total MonetDB executes far too many branches and thus has many mispredictions, too.

The next block shows the caching behavior, namely the level 1 data cache misses (D1) and level 2 data cache misses (L2d). For most queries these two numbers are very similar, which means that if data is not in the level 1 cache it is probably not in the level 2 cache either. This is expected behavior for very large hash tables. Again the LLVM code shows a very good data locality and has less cache misses than MonetDB. As with branches, the string handling in Q2 degrades caching, but this will be fixed in future HyPer versions. For all other queries the LLVM code has far less cache misses than MonetDB, up to a factor of ten.

The last block shows the number of executed instructions. These numbers roughly follow the absolute execution times from Table 2 and thus are not surprising. However, they show clearly that the generated LLVM code is much more compact than the MonetDB code. In a way that might stem from the architecture of MonetDB which always operates on Binary Association Tables (BATs), and thus has to touch tuples multiple times.

### 7. CONCLUSION

The experiments have shown that data-centric query processing is a very efficient query execution model. By compiling queries into machine code using the optimizing LLVM compiler, the DBMS can achieve a query processing efficiency that rivals hand-written C++ code.

Our implementation of the database framework for compiling algebra into LLVM assembler is compact and maintainable. Therefore the data-centric compilation approach is promising for all new database projects. By relying on mainstream compilation frameworks the DBMS automatically benefits from future compiler and processor improvements without re-engineering the query engine.
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APPENDIX

A. OPERATOR TRANSLATION

Due to space constraints we could only give a high-level account of operator translation in Section 3, and include a more detailed discussion here. We concentrate on the operators Scan, Select, Project, Map, and HashJoin here, as these are sufficient to translate a wide class of queries. The first four operators are quite simple, and illustrate the basic produce/consume interaction, while the hash join is much more involved.

The query compilation maintains quite a bit of infrastructure that is passed around during operator translation. The most important objects are codegen, which offers an interface to the LLVM code generation (operator-> is overloaded to access IRBuilder from LLVM), context, which keeps track of available attributes (both from input operators and, for correlated subqueries, from “outside”), and getPartition, which returns the parent operator. In addition, helper objects are used to automate LLVM code generation tasks. In particular Loop and If are used to automate control flow.

Scan

The scan uses the ScanConsumer helper class to access all relation fragments, accesses all tuples contained in the current fragment, registers the required columns as available upon demand (they will be cached by the context), and passes the tuple to the consuming operator. Note that, depending on the relation type, the ScanConsumer logic might create calls to C++ functions (e.g., page accesses) to access data fragments.

void TableScanTranslator::produce(CodeGen& codegen, Context& context) const
{
  // Access all relation fragments
  llvm::Value* dbPtr = codegen.getDatabasePointer();
  llvm::Value* relationPtr = codegen.getPtr(dbPtr, db.layout.relations[table]);
  auto required = scanConsumer.getPartitionPtr();
  ScanConsumer scanConsumer(codegen, context);
  for (db.relations[table].begin(): generateScan(codegen, relationPtr, scanConsumer)) { 
    // Prepare accessing the current fragment
    ColumnAccess columnAccess(partitionPtr, required);
    ColumnAccess columnAccess(partitionPtr, required);
    // Loop over all tuples
    llvm::Value* tid = codegen.const64(0);
    Loop loop(codegen, codegen->getLayout().size);
    tid = codegen.getLoopVar(0);
    // Prepare column access code
    PartitionAccess::ColumnAccess::Row rowAccess(columnAccess, tid);
    for (auto iter = required.begin(); iter != required.end(); ++iter) { 
      // Pass to parent
      auto accessor = rowAccess.loadAttribute(iter);
      accessor.push_back(rowAccess.loadAttribute(iter));
    }
    // Register providers in new inner context
    ConsumerContext consumerContext(context);
    unsigned slot = 0;
    for (auto iter = required.begin(); iter != required.end(); ++iter) { 
      accessor.push_back(rowAccess.loadAttribute(iter));
      for (unsigned index = 0; index < accessor.size(); index++)
        context.registerUPProvider(
          &getOutputOutput<iterator>&, &accessor[index]);
    }
    // Push results to consuming operators
    getPartition()->consume(codegen, consumerContext);
    // Go to the next tuple
    tid = codegen->CreateAdd(tid, codegen.getConstant(64));
    loop.loopDone(codegen->CreateCmpULT(tid, limit), {tid, "tid"});
  }
}

As a scan is a leaf operator, there is no consume part.

Selection

For the selection the produce part is simple, it just adds the attributes required for the predicate to the context and calls its input operator. The consume part filters out all non-satisfying tuples.

void SelectTranslator::produce(CodeGen& codegen, Context& context) const
{
  // Ask the input operator to produce tuples
  AddRequired addRequired(context, getCondition().getUsed());
  input->produce(codegen, context);
}

void SelectTranslator::consume(CodeGen& codegen, Context& context) const
{
  // Evaluate the predicate
  if (checkCond(context, codegen)) {
    // Ask the input operator to produce tuples
    input->produce(codegen, context);
  }
}

Projection

The (bag) projection is nearly a no-op, and is compiled away during operator translation, as it only informs its input about the required columns. The real effect occurs within the pipeline breakers, as they discard all columns that are not required.

void ProjectTranslator::produce(CodeGen& codegen, Context& context) const
{
  // Figure out which columns have to be provided by the input operator
  llvm::Value* setRequired = context.getOutput();
  llvm::Value* getUsed = context.getCondition();
  for (auto iter = functions.begin(); iter != functions.end(); ++iter) {
    // Pass to parent
    getPartition()->consume(codegen, context);
  }
}

Map

The map operator computes new columns by evaluating functions. Note that placement of computations, and ordering of maps and selections has already been done by the query optimizer. Therefore the translation is straightforward.

void MapTranslator::produce(CodeGen& codegen, Context& context) const
{
  // Offer new columns
  for (auto accessor = rowAccess.loadAttribute(iter);
    accessor.push_back(rowAccess.loadAttribute(iter));
    for (unsigned index = 0; index < accessor.size(); index++)
      context.registerUPProvider(
        &getOutputOutput<iterator>&, &accessor[index]);
  }
  // Pass to parent
  getPartition()->consume(codegen, context);
}

Hash Join

The four operators shown above are relatively simple, as most of the logic is handled by pure LLVM code. A hash join is much more involved, as here control flow moves from LLVM into C++ and back. One could implement the hash join using only LLVM, of course, and for a pure main-memory hash join that is even reasonable. But if the hash join is expected to spool to disk if needed, it will have to call many methods that are query independent (for example I/O), and in our implementation these parts are written in C++.

We first sketch the C++ code, as it defines the code template that is then augmented with LLVM fragments. The C++ code loads the build side into main memory, spooling to disk if needed. If data fits into main memory, it just joins
with the probe side. Otherwise, it spools the probe side into partitions, too, and joins the partitions. For simplicity we limit ourselves to inner joins here, non-inner joins require additional bookkeeping to remember which tuples have been joined.

```cpp
void HashJoin::Inner::produce(CodeGen& codegen, Context& context)
{
    // Collect register from the right side
    consume(codegen, context);
    // Collect registers from the left side
    produceLeft(codegen, context);
}
```

```cpp
void HashJoin::Inner::consume(CodeGen& codegen, Context& context)
{
    // Left side
    if (source == left)
    {
        // Collect registers from the left side
        consumeLeft(codegen, context);
        // Collect from right side
        consumeRight(codegen, context);
        // Inner join checks
        if (inMem)
        {
            // If in-memory join possible
            if (inMem)
            {
                produceRight();
            }
        }
        // No, spool the right hand side, too
        spoolRight();
    }
    // Right side
    else
    {
        // Collect registers from the right side
        consume(codegen, context);
    }
}
```

Thus the LLVM code has to provide three functions: `produce`/`consume` as before, and an additional `join` function that the C++ code can call directly when joining tuples that had been spooled to disk. Note that in this case the hash table lookups etc. are already implemented in C++, so `join` is only called for likely join candidates. The `produce` function simply passes the control flow to the C++ code. The `consume` functions (one for each join side) hash the join values, determines the relevant registers, and materializes them into the hash table. Note that for performance reasons the HyPer system skips the in-memory materialization of the right hand side and directly probes the hash table if no data was spooled to disk, but this was omitted here due to space constraints.

```cpp
// Collect registers from the left side
consumeLeft(codegen, context);
// Collect from right side
consumeRight(codegen, context);
// Inner join checks
if (inMem)
{
    // If in-memory join possible
    if (inMem)
    {
        produceRight();
    }
}
```

```cpp
// Right side
else
{
    // Collect registers from the right side
    consume(codegen, context);
}
```

The following example shows how the LLVM code is generated from the query `SELECT d_tax FROM warehouse, district WHERE w_id=137411111 AND w_zip='137411111'`.

```sql
SELECT d_tax FROM warehouse, district
WHERE w_id=137411111 AND w_zip='137411111'
```

```cpp
void HJTranslatorInner::produce(CodeGen& codegen, Context& context)
{
    // Collect registers from the right side
    consume(codegen, context);
    // Collect registers from the left side
    consumeLeft(codegen, context);
    // Inner join checks
    if (inMem)
    {
        produceLeft();
    }
}
```

```cpp
void HJTranslatorInner::consume(CodeGen& codegen, Context& context)
{
    // Left side
    if (source == left)
    {
        // Collect registers from the left side
        consumeLeft(codegen, context);
        // Collect from right side
        consumeRight(codegen, context);
    }
}
```

Example

As a small, illustrative example, we show the generated LLVM code for the query `SELECT d_tax FROM warehouse, district WHERE w_id=137411111 AND w_zip='137411111'`.

```cpp
void HJTranslatorInner::produce(CodeGen& codegen, Context& context)
{
    // Collect registers from the right side
    consume(codegen, context);
    // Collect registers from the left side
    consumeLeft(codegen, context);
    // Inner join checks
    if (inMem)
    {
        produceLeft();
    }
}
```

```cpp
void HJTranslatorInner::consume(CodeGen& codegen, Context& context)
{
    // Left side
    if (source == left)
    {
        // Collect registers from the left side
        consumeLeft(codegen, context);
        // Collect from right side
        consumeRight(codegen, context);
    }
}
This way, all approaches read exactly the same data from their input:

```
def loop():
  for edge in edges:
    if id(edge) > 0:
      # Do something
```

Note that during the experiments the data is held in a column-store layout, i.e., accessing more columns increases the amount of scanned data.

As first experiment we started with a very simple aggregation query for our TPC-C data set:

```
select count(*)
from orderline
where ol_o_id>0 and ol_d_id>0 and ol_w_id>0
```

and varied the number of filter conditions, all of which are unselective (i.e., the result is the same for any combination of filter conditions).

As we were interested in the overhead of data-passing, each filter condition was introduced as separate selection operator, and then measured the execution time of the query under the different evaluation schemes. The results are shown in Figure 8. Clearly, the iterator model using an interpreted predicate check (i.e., the evaluation scheme used in most database systems) is very slow. It performs a very large number of function calls and has poor locality. Compiling the iterator model into executable code greatly improves the runtime, in particular since the virtual function calls necessary for predicate evaluation are eliminated. Clearly, compiling into machine code is a good idea, interpreted approaches are significantly slower. The block-wise execution model improves execution times even more. Without filter, it is actually a bit slower, as the overhead of finding block boundaries, setting up tuple blocks frames, etc., does not pay off here. But even for a single selection the reduced number of function calls and better locality pays off, and it outperforms the iterator model. The data-centric approach proposed here shows excellent performance for all queries. Two points are particularly interesting: First, without filter conditions, the query execution time is nearly zero. The reason for this is that the compiler notices that our loop over tuple fragments performs no work except increasing a counter, and converts it into an addition of the fragment size. Second, when filtering (and thus accessing) all three columns, the performance seems to go down a bit. But in reality, the two-filter case is too fast due to caching effects. The three-filter query is reading tuple attributes at a rate of 4.2 GB/s, which starts getting close to the bandwidth of the memory bus of our machine, and branches depending on these data reads. We might improve query processing a bit by using conditional CPU operations, but with generic selection code we cannot expect to get much faster.

### B. MICROBENCHMARKS

In addition to the main experiments, we performed a number of micro-benchmarks to study the impact of different query processing schemes in more detail. We implemented several techniques and ran them within the HyPer system. This way, all approaches read exactly the same data from exactly the same data structures, thus any runtime differences stem purely from differences in data and control flow during query processing. Besides the data-centric compilation scheme proposed in this paper, we implemented the classical iterator model, both as interpreter (i.e., the standard evaluation scheme in most databases), and as compiled into executable code. In addition, we implemented block-wise tuple processing [11], which roughly corresponds to the evaluation schemes of modern cache-conscious database systems like MonetDB and VectorWise. We only considered the compiled model here, as both MonetDB and VectorWise use pre-compiled building blocks to reduce interpretation overhead.

![Figure 8: Performance for Cascading Selections](image)

The three-filter query is reading tuple attributes at a rate of 4.2 GB/s, which starts getting close to the bandwidth of the memory bus of our machine, and branches depending on these data reads. We might improve query processing a bit by using conditional CPU operations, but with generic selection code we cannot expect to get much faster.
In a second experiment we looked at a query that is the “opposite” of our first query: In the first query the operators filtered the tuples but performed no computations. Now we eliminate the selections but perform computations based upon the attributes:

```
select sum(ol_o_id*ol_d_id*ol_w_id) from orderline
```

To vary the complexity, we ran the query with only the first product term, the first two product terms, and all three product terms. The results are shown in Figure 9. Again, the classical interpreted iterator model is very slow. However when compiled the iterator model is performing much better, if now requires just one virtual function call per tuple. The block-oriented processing remains faster, but the differences are small. Again, our data-centric approach performs excellent. When aggregating three columns, the system processes tuple attributes at a rate of 6.5GB/s, which is the bandwidth of the memory bus. We cannot expect to get faster than this without changes to the storage system. Our query processing is so fast that is is basically “I/O bound”, where I/O means RAM access.

C. OPTIMIZATION SETTINGS

When generating machine code, optimization settings can affect the result performance quite significantly. We therefore give a precise description of the optimization settings used in the experiments here.

For the C++ code, machine code was generated using g++ 4.5.2 with the optimization flags

```
-O3 -ffast-math -funwind-protect
```

Note that at gcc version 4.5.3, this subsumes many other optimizations like

```
-O3 -ftree-vectorize -funroll-loops
```

As our SQL compiler already produces very reasonable LLVM code, we mainly rely upon optimization passes that optimize the control flow. As a result the optimization time is quite low compared to aggressive LLVM optimization levels.

D. QUERIES

We include the full SQL text of the queries Q1-Q5 below. As described in [5], they are derived from TPC-H queries but adapted to the combined TPC-C and TPC-H schema.

**Q1**
```
select ol_number, sum(ol_quantity) as sum_qty,
     sum(ol_amount) as sum_amount, avg(ol_quantity) as avg_qty,
     avg(ol_amount) as avg_amount, count(*) as count_order
from orderline
where ol_delivery_d > '2010-01-01 00:00:00'
```

group by ol_number

order by ol_number

**Q2**
```
select su_suppkey, su_name, n_name, i_id,
     i_name, su_address, su_phone, su_comment
from item, supplier, stock, nation, region
where i_id = s_i_id
    and mod((s_w_id + s_i_id), 10000) = su_suppkey
    and su_nationkey = n_nationkey
    and n_regionkey = r_regionkey
    and i_data like '%b' and r_name like 'Europ%'
    and s_quantity = ( select min(s_quantity) 
                      from stock, supplier, nation, region 
                      where i_id = s_i_id 
                      and mod((s_w_id + s_i_id), 10000) = su_suppkey
                      and su_nationkey = n_nationkey
                      and n_regionkey = r_regionkey
                      and r_name like 'Europ%' )
order by n_name, su_name, i_id
```

**Q3**
```
select ol_o_id, ol_w_id, sum(ol_amount) as revenue, o_entry_d
from customer, neworder, "order", orderline
where c_state like 'A%' 
    and c_id = o_c_id 
    and c_w_id = o_w_id 
    and c_d_id = o_d_id 
    and d_o_w_id = o_w_id 
    and d_o_d_id = o_d_id 
    and o_d_o_d_id = o_id 
    and o_entry_d > '2010-01-01 00:00:00'
```

group by ol_o_id, ol_w_id, ol_d_id, o_entry_d

order by revenue desc, o_entry_d

**Q4**
```
select o.ol_cnt, count(*) as order_count
from "order"
where o.entry_d >= '2010-01-01 00:00:00'
    and o.entry_d < '2011-01-01 00:00:00'
    and exists (select s from orderline
                 where o_id = ol_o_id 
                      and o_w_id = ol_w_id 
                      and o_d_id = ol_d_id 
                      and ol_delivery_d > o_entry_d)
```

group by o.ol_cnt

order by o.ol_cnt

**Q5**
```
select n_name, sum(ol_amount) as revenue
from customer, "order", orderline, stock, supplier, nation, region
where c_id = o_c_id 
    and c_w_id = o_w_id 
    and c_d_id = o_d_id 
    and o_d_o_id = o_id 
    and o_d_w_id = o_w_id 
    and o_d_id = o_d_id 
    and d_o_w_id = s_w_id 
    and d_o_d_id = s_d_id 
    and mod((s_w_id + s_d_id), 10000) = su_suppkey
    and ascii(substr(c.state,1,1)) = su_nationkey
    and su_nationkey = n_nationkey
    and n_regionkey = r_regionkey 
    and r_name = 'Europa'
    and o_entry_d >= '2010-01-01 00:00:00'
```

group by n_name

order by revenue desc